
 

Article outlines principles for a conservative
approach to prescribing medication

June 13 2011

A shift toward more conservative medication-prescribing practices
would serve patients better, according to a review article published
Online First today by Archives of Internal Medicine, one of the
JAMA/Archives journals. The article is part of the journal's Less Is
More series.

As background, the article notes that the majority of patients under age
65 years receive at least one prescription drug annually. However,
according to the authors, not every patient visit needs to result in a
prescription. They point to "the recent spate of revelations of
undisclosed and unexpected adverse effects of drugs in multiple
therapeutic categories" as just one reason to take a more measured
approach to medication usage.

Gordon D. Schiff, M.D., from Harvard Medical School, Boston, with
colleagues in the medical and pharmacy divisions of the University of
Illinois at Chicago, outlines a series of steps that can be taken to rein in
prescription writing. "Although others have used labels such as healthy
skepticism, more judicious, rational, careful, or cautious prescribing,"
they write, "we believe that the term conservative prescribing conveys an
approach that goes beyond the oft-repeated physician's mantra, 'first, do
no harm.'" Among the steps they recommend for conservative
prescribing:

Think beyond drugs. Would other interventions help? Would a
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medication simply mask symptoms without treating the problem?
Can a condition be prevented instead of treated? Would waiting
to see if the symptoms self-resolve be wise?

Practice more strategic prescribing. Do you have a solid
understanding of medication choices? Is there a valid reason to
switch to a new drug? Is it the right drug for your patient? Can
you avoid using multiple medications?

Maintain heightened vigilance regarding adverse effects. Do you
check with patients about potential drug reactions? Do you teach
them the warning signs? Are the drugs you're choosing prone to 
withdrawal symptoms or relapse?

Approach new drugs and new indications cautiously and
skeptically. Where do you get your information about new
treatments? Can you wait until a new drug has had a longer track
record? Does the drug actually help resolve the core problem? Is
it actually indicated for this problem? Does it deliver what it
promises? Do studies tell the whole story on a drug?

Work with patients for a more deliberative shared agenda. Can
you persuade patients not to demand drugs they have seen or
heard advertised? Is a patient's noncompliance with therapy the
source of the problem? Has the patient already tried this drug
without success? Can you encourage healthy skepticism in your
patients?

Consider longer-term, broader effects. Would a different therapy
be less likely to cause future harm? Can you find a way to make
the prescribing system better?

"Individually, none of these principles is particularly novel, nor should
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any of them be terribly controversial," write the authors. "But taken
together, they represent a shift in prescribing paradigm from 'newer and
more is better' to 'fewer and more time tested is best.'" The authors
recommend taking greater care when deciding to prescribe a drug,
especially one that is new or not well understood. "While clinicians must
always weigh the benefits of conservative prescribing against the risks of
withholding potentially needed medications, at the very least we should
seek to shift the burden of proof toward demanding a higher standard of
evidence of benefit before exposing patients to the risks of drugs." 

  More information: Arch Intern Med.
2011;10.1001/archinternmed.2011.256
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